
Time To Get Creative 
Our Annual Photo Challenge has always been a popular event 
and hopefully this year will be no different.  We have seen some 
fantastic and very interesting images from all of  our members 
and hope that you will continue to share your images by 
participating in this challenge.  So get those artistic juices 
flowing, challenge yourself  then present your creative results at 
our last meeting of  the year on June 28th. 

PHOTO CHALLENGE  2016

Water Pleasures:  Doesn’t this theme open up many avenues.  You can certainly let your 
imagination loose here.   !
Historical:  With the Perth Military Settlement 200th Anniversary Celebrations going on this 
year it was thought only right to include this theme in the challenge.  Nobody can deny the fact 
that there is a lot of  history around here and with all the celebrations, lots of  photo ops.   !
Night Time:  As always, our categories are open to interpretation and this one should make 
some engaging photos. !
Doom and Gloom:  We all have a dark side or at least a bit of  one - your representation of  this 
topic will surely bring out some great responses from the viewers. !
Photo Within a Photo:  This is a chance to really get creative and stretch your imagination.  !
Street Photography: according to Wikipedia  “is photography conducted for art or enquiry 
that features unmediated chance encounters and random incidents within public places.” This is 
an art to be explored and the results shared.   !
In Flight: Here is a category that should appeal to our nature and aeronautic enthusiasts alike 
although there is also a lot of  room for creativity.   

CATEGORIES

GUIDELINES 
You choose a maximum of  three (3) of  the seven (7) categories to display at the  June 28th meeting. !The time frame is from Now (May 24th) until Tuesday,  June 28th. !Images are to be no larger than 8.5 x11.  PLEASE mount your images on a firm backing such as a 
piece of  foam core.  The images can also be matted but not necessary.  We ask that you use black or 
white foam core and/or matting.  Member Geoff  Stimpson (Perth Picture Framing Shop) is offering  
to help you with these supplies - an e-mail to follow shortly with details.   !Please bring your images in by 6:30 pm so they can be set up to be displayed. !Bring your partner, friend, or another family member to share in the evening, enjoy the images and 
meet the other members of  our club.
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